HOSTED EXCHANGE

SERVICE BRIEF

Hosted Exchange: Email in the Cloud
Reliable, scalable email solutions that deliver enterprise-class capabilities without
the hardware and management overhead.
Cloud-Based Email Solutions
Reap the benefits of Microsoft Exchange without
the hardware and management requirements.
By fully taking
advantage of
Microsoft Exchange,
you can improve your
business’s operations
considerably.
Workers can be more
productive, and they
can communicate
more efficiently both
internally and
externally. However,
this only applies to an Exchange infrastructure
that’s been set up and configured properly. If it’s
not, you run the risk of running into serious
problems that could cost your company
thousands of dollars in downtime and IT support.
Despite being hosted by Pulse Technology
Solutions, an Exchange server still requires
electricity and hardware maintenance in order to
function properly. This is why hosting it in the
cloud is the most viable solution. Pulse
Technology Solutions Hosted Exchange solution is
designed to eliminate overhead and decrease
operation costs.

Collaboration and Accessibility
Organize and streamline your company’s
communication and collaboration.
Our Hosted Exchange service allows users to

collaborate with Microsoft Outlook and archive
mail automatically. Exchange hosting can vastly
increase your productivity with collaboration
tools, meeting schedulers, and much more. Best
of all, your hosted Exchange server will be
configured to your industry’s best practices and
security policies.
Exchange allows your company to have public
folders in one or more locations on your server,
which can be accessed whenever they’re needed.
These folders allow users to share files, email
templates, and more. You can even share folders
through your mailbox. With Exchange, your
employee calendars can be viewed side by side to
make it easier to schedule meetings and events.

Features
 Hosted Email
 Hosted Synchronized Calendar
 Hosted Synchronized Contacts
 Mobile Device Synchronization
 Mobile Device Security
 Mobile Device Policies
 No Hardware to Manage
 Automatic Mailbox Backup

Anywhere Access
Access your email, contacts and your calendar
anytime, anywhere.
With Pulse Technology Solutions Hosted
Exchange service, you can rest assured that your
server is set up with the tools and security that
are necessary for your day-to-day operations.
Exchange equips your workforce with the ability
to check their email securely from their mobile
devices, or from any browser using the Webmail
portal.
Our Hosted Exchange solution allows your users
to sync their mailboxes to their devices for easy
access. If a user misplaces their device, it can
easily be wiped remotely to ensure your data
doesn’t fall into the wrong hands.

Benefits
 More cost-effective than managing
your own Exchange server

 Quick and efficient
mailbox restoration.

 Wipe data from a lost or
stolen device.

 Sync contacts straight to your
mobile devices.

 Built in anti-spam filters.
 Administration, management and
security are all managed off-site in
our data center.

 Get the best Microsoft Exchange
benefits for a fraction of the cost.
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